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From the President
     As the 2021-2022 President of Alpha Chi Tau,
AMU/APU's chapter of Sigma Tau Delta, it is my pleasure
to present the 2021 winter edition of the Bird & Dog, a
creative literary journal for students, alumni, and faculty
members at both American Military University and
American Public University. 
    The Bird and Dog journal has faced many obstacles since
its revival in 2019, most notably the COVID-19 pandemic.
Despite the uncertainties of the times, students, alumni,
and faculty members of AMU/APU have continued to
create, write, and express themselves in various art forms.
These artistic pieces are the meat and body of Bird and Dog.
Without the amazing and brave artists and writers that have
decided to share their pieces, there would not be Bird and
Dog. 
     With that being said, thank you- the readers, writers,
editors, and all other contributors for making this creative
literary journal possible. 

Sincerely,
Megan Jenkins
2021-2022 President of Alpha Chi Tau
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“Hope is the thing with feathers
That perches in the soul

And sings the tune without the words
And never stops at all.”

-Emily Dickinson
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Poetry



A is for..
by Alexandria Kerns

How fair is the light in a dark room
How can one speak with might
And then be undone by gloom.

Lest glimmer nor breath replace your haste
And let the soul seize pursuit of the inane
Alas, brown eyes will open to see a new taste.
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heartbreak anniversary x giveon
by Nakayla Bellamy

As I sit in the shower listening to "Heartbreak Anniversary" by Giveon,
warm water flowing down my face like teardrops,
I couldn’t help but think of how beautiful that heartbreak must’ve been
crazy right? Beautiful and heartbreak definitely don’t belong in the same
sentence but...
all of these singers and songwriters make heartbreak seem so gut-wrenchingly
beautiful.
The heartbreak Giveon was singing about is the heartbreak I’ve always wanted.
I’ve never had an ugly kind, but I’ve always wanted my heartbreaks to be so
beautiful,
that I tell my grandkids about them.
So beautiful that I still picture them and think about the could-be’s and would
have been's.
The heartbreaks in love stories, in movies, in music
that’s how I always imagined heartbreak. I didn’t get the opposite, 
but I also didn’t get the drama; the fantasy. I just got plain old heartbreak.
The boring kind. The loveless kind. The kind I’m too ashamed and too damn
embarrassed to talk about.
The kind you look back on and think “Damn. I really let HIM do that to me??”
but I want the Giveon kind, the Amy Winehouse kind, the Snoh Aalegra kind,
“the photograph” kind. 
I’ve found beauty in my heartbreak through my words. but they didn’t actually
feel beautiful. 
They felt mundane. Worthless. Like the ends barely justified the means. 
My love was beautiful, my sadness was beautiful, but the actual heartbreak?
Lacking severely in the beauty department.

—I’m well aware that with beauty comes a tremendous amount of pain, but I hope if my
current lover ever breaks my heart that it can be half as beautiful as I dream of. 

a series of feelings based on songs
by Nakayla Bellamy
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needy x ariana grande 
by Nakayla Bellamy

As soon as I heard the song,
the words rang true.
I don’t mean to need people.
It’s just that when you’re used to having no one,
and you finally get— someone, anyone
you wanna hold on tight
and as tight as you can. 
People love to be needed anyway. 
“Tell me how good it feels to be needed," she sang. 
Go on, tell me. 
I wanna know.
How good does my hunger make you feel?
Does my yearning and burning desire for you 
fill cracks in your heart that have been open for too long?
I need to know. 
I’m getting accustomed to this unintentional needing of
another being.
It’s starting to become of me and that’s perfectly fine
as long as
I get to become of you, a part of you.
Write me into your story. 
Write me into your love songs.
Write about how good and amazing it felt to be needed by the one who needs
no one. 

—  “Needing someone could be a sign of codependency and unhealthy attachment
mechanisms.” 
Needing someone can be healthy if the need is partnered with love, care, reassurance,
and if the individual in need is self-sufficient on their own. Humans crave intimacy. We
crave love. We need it. We cannot thrive without love or human connection. 
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just like water x lauryn hill
by Nakayla Bellamy

I wanna be more like water 
I wanna flow
I wanna be powerful— yet soft
I wanna feel buoyant
I want to exist in any form that I choose 
because God created me that way. 
I wanna be felt.
I wanna overflow, drip, freeze, turn to mist.
I want all of it.
Water is free-flowing.
Water feels it all.
Water heals it all.
Water welcomes life. Water quenches the thirsty and blesses the weak.
Water carries the heavy effortlessly.
Water extinguishes flames and destroys villages—that is powerful, scary,      
 and beautiful.
I wanna be light. But I also wanna be felt and heavy and intense. 
I’m a fire sign but I wanna have the duality and the power of water molecules. 

— When Ms. Jill wrote this song, she wrote it from a perspective of love, of attachment,
of life, and how it all flows. I am writing from the perspective of being the embodiment
of that feeling. I want to be the flow, the love, the life force that is reminiscent of water. 
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Battle Torn
by Joshua Napper

He was but a mere boy
Following his heart’s desire.
No longer did he play with that army toy,
But now wielded a metal stick of fire.
Death followed his every ploy 
Like tree shadows in a dark mire. 
He didn’t know this was an execution
Of innocence: his soul’s intrusion. 

Death and chaos are all he knows. 
A young man from the start, 
But youth fled like arrows from bows 
As rage grew within his heart. 
Years of lies fill news shows 
Like refuse in a homeless man’s cart. 
Can’t you see through the confusion? 
This war concussed his disillusion.  
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Headlong
by Tim Johnson

 
Burn the ships and beat the drums

The time has come to see this through
With anxious hearts and child-like desire

We will journey together, bold, and unafraid
 

Burn the ships and beat the drums
Headlong into adventure we will depart

The path awaits our restless boots and moonstruck eyes
Our passion must surely surpass our wildest dreams

Tis not fear we feel my Beloved—No
But the realization of our Soul’s desires

Burn the ships and beat the drums
The time has come to dance as one or say goodbye

Rudely, we will announce that our journey has begun!
 

We are one or we are naught
With this kiss, it begins.
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If Only I Could Have Seen
by Ali Stuebbe

I could see the way he gazed at me. 
How those bright azure eyes, could not quite hide his thoughts churning inside. 
Wanting me… though I could tell he’s shy. 
One step at a time, we walked towards each other. 
Until our heart beats met, and our breathing began to flutter.
Our love was high school innocence and I was a hopeless romantic, sucked into teenage bliss. 
New, young love with hearts in my eyes. 
Is that why I always cried?
I had never been in love before, I thought I had it… I thought wrong. 
He was humorous, he was sweet, he was gentle…

Until the lights cut out, showing his true sinister self is not sentimental. 

I could see the way he gazed at me. 
The sapphire eyes I would get lost in, pierced through me with spiked ends. 
Assaulting my mind, dragging me under like quick sand. 
Hardening grips and guilt trips. 
Makeshift nooses wrapped around his neck, just to make me stay… feeling wrecked. 
The broken tears that fell upon my cheek, only made me feel weak. 

I could see the way he gazed at me. 
See the glee in the depths of his crystal eyes.
Filled with delight, relishing every piece of my soul he takes to terrorize. 
My juvenile heart shattered like a broken vase, crushed under his possessive gait. 
His anger attached to a short tether, the rise in his voice would detonate with pleasure. 
The mental whiplash is more than I can endure, seeing the red flags blaring in my face.
His approach targeted; the stench of stale booze invaded my space.

I could see the way he gazed at me. 
See the gleam in those cobalt eyes.
Burning deep into my sixteen-year-old face, promising his demise. 
I felt the push and the free-falling dive. 
The gush of wind that swirled through my hair, the feelings coursed through me like a cosmic flare.
Regret? Shame? Am I to blame?
Anger seeps into my bones, turning my heart into impenetrable stone.
Daring a glance at the boy who once had my love, as sorrow seizes his eyes from up above. 

Was the forced smile on my face so easy to fool?
No one noticed my pain, no one ever asked if I was okay… even though his deeds severed my veins. 
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Intervertebral Reflections with the Exaggerated Intention  of Being an Ars Poetica of the
Pain

by Cesar Musitani

This could be an Ars Poetica of the pain.
It could be,
But is not. It is much simpler than that...
Since there are more immense pains.
It is only an intimate manifest of pain,
A song of life of what has been learned
By the "I" of intervertebral poetry
About the subject of intervertebral poetry
Targeted to the "listener" of intervertebral poetry.
An "I" and a "you" that is not more than "us".

An intervertebral poetic voice in the context of the lyric of the nervous system
That ascends by a staircase of thirty plus three steps.
Stripe of the union of head, body, and extremities.
The territory of connection of ideas, emotions, and movements.
An epicenter of gravity.
Chain of cartilaginous flashes that puts everything together,
In a new order,
With its own center.
 
It is a scream that goes developing,
Step by step,
All the process
Of the pain that has woven this crossroads
Of apparent monstrosities,
But that they are a treasure trove
Full of gems to grow.
Learn to be something more than myself.
Learn to overcome the limitations of the binary world.
That there are countless grays between white and black,
Between the pain of agony and the total well-being,
And thus, to understand that the lotus needs its opposite to be able to manifest itself.
Learning that without it, I collapse.
Learning that it is the support of my framework, of my us.
It is the highway across the territory.
It is the foundation of the gravity center.
The pillar.
The column.
But also, nails of radiated suffering like those of Frida Kahlo.
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It is volcanic lava of radiculopathy sensations that go down in some inexplicable way,
That soar.
And that sometimes they explode from top to bottom
Igniting at the base and spreading rivers of fire.

Just spinal stenosis:
Medullary companion on the dorsal road.
Mentor of that narrowing of the spaces inside the main log 
Now reinforced with titanium 
And filled with parts of people who left their dreams to have leading roles in my dreams.
They are me; they are us.
Now they rebirth.
Simply eighteen cubic centimeters who are now part of this us.

Intervertebral moments.
Those moments that are bound in this piece of life.
Intervertebral reflections.
Those ideas that articulate and make sense of the essence of the intervertebral.

Intervertebral spaces.
Links between 
The intervertebral gardens,
Like the petals
Of each chapter of a rose.
A chain of moments
Which is the support of vertebral existence,
Of the beings plugged in with the planetary thing.

Because magic doesn't always emerge with wands or sparkles.
It is silent. And that’s when it works the best
to be jewels that give the wealth of a new perspective to a new time.
In the end,
There is the hope that the status quo will rearm.
Having a center that does not yield.
An Everything integrated and sustained
With creatures that are one with me, with us.
Non-binary experience, beyond suffering and pleasure.

In this Ars Poetica of the pain,
The "we" of intervertebral poetry
States that:
In the manifested intertextuality of all things,
Dancing in the harmony of us,
The lotus flower needs a lot of mud to nourish itself and flourish with the 
Everything.
So, our pain without oxycodone becomes an epiphany.
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Mi Cielo (My Sky)
by Tim Johnson

 
Mi Cielo, how does your smile arouse my Soul?

Oh how I wish our Sprits could dance without time
Thoughts of you fill my day and warm me at night

Your tender breath on my neck instills a special peace
 

What could I compare Mi Cielo to on this earth?
You are a gift in my life; your Soul is on loan from God

You are as beautiful on the inside as the out
Words leave me wanting as I write about your devoted heart

 
My earthly fear? Having but one lifetime to love you

I love your ruby hair, your loving arms, your reassuring smile
Thinking about holding your doting hand in mine is akin to paradise

No need for a celestial heaven when with you I lay
 

Can the moon ever shine its own light? Ne’er
Likewise, my soul can know no light without you

Your perfect love envelops me
Immersed in your soul, I am loved.
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Rainbow Hue
by Megan V. Jenkins

A rainbow is made from light 
shining on the sky's tears
in hopes to show the sky 
she's beautiful-
even when she cries.
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Safe Harbor
by Shanae Pellin

Most of my life I’ve been adrift,
Floating along, nothing would catch me.
Ruled by emotions far too quick,
Overpowering and drowning.
Up and down, round and round,
I’d get trapped in the sound,
Until your heart called out.

When I am lost out at sea,
And the world is crashing me,
I know I’m safe and sound in your armor. 
When the tempest is raging,
You’re the anchor I’m craving. 
You’re my one best retreat, my Safe harbor.

You called me with your siren song,
Pulled me down into your deep.
I didn’t fight, I didn’t want.
Trust me with your heart to keep.
So stay- here’s my plea,
You're my goddess of sea.
And I know where I belong.

When I am lost out at sea,
And the world is crashing me,
I know I’m safe and sound in your armor. 
When the tempest is raging,
You’re the anchor I’m craving. 
You’re my one best retreat, my Safe harbor.

Together we can follow the stars,
We’ll navigate by heart.
My soul is swimming right with you. 
Here by my side, you’ll be free,
So stay with me baby.
We’ll get each other what comes through. 
‘Cause life is smooth sailing with you. 
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When I am lost out at sea,
And the world is crashing me,
I know I’m safe and sound in your armor. 
When the tempest is raging,
You’re the anchor I’m craving. 
You’re my one best retreat, my Safe harbor.

Not tempted to fight,
I know everything’s right. 
I know I’m safe and sound with you, lover.
When the storm gets too crazy,
You’re the only thing to save me.
You’re with me, my retreat, my safe harbor. 
You’re my one and only safe harbor. 
You’re the only safe harbor.
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Stuck Undertow
by Ali Stuebbe

Surges of crystal waves roll upon the shore
A wondrous sight that cannot be ignored
Life up here is quaint and peaceful
But appearances can be deceitful…
Reeling me in like a magic trick
Only to pull me under lightning quick
Anchors tugging me down below
Darkness engulfing me nice and slow
Trapped undersea silently drowning
No one would hear if I tried shouting
Pain ricocheted from loss? Grief?
The bond severed, my trust stolen like a thief
These rugged scars placed on my heart
Retaliated by slowly tearing me apart
Accepting the end of mother love
Willing the cold depths to take me, praying to God above.
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The Folly of Lust
by Brian Stewart

When the count of stars shines never more
And black is the sky from this day forth
I would love and live as thee will
For light is lost to night’s bitter chill
 
When the sands turn back to times bygone
And day is brightest from dusk till dawn
I would love and live as thee will
For time has lost all freewill 

When seas lay calm, no ebb nor flow
And tides abide neither high nor low
I would love and live as thee will
For rage of oceans has grown still

Beds and caps and belts and gowns
Adorn those bestowed with rings and crowns
And grow patinaed with rot and rust 
As passes through the fires of lust

But a master of these endeavors could
Prove to me thine own loverhood 
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Twin Flame
by Ali Stuebbe

My lost heart washed up on the deserted shore, 
You came along and picked it up off the floor.

You became the broken rays of light, 
That fractured through the dead of night.

Fighting through the crashing of the storm, 
Just to make your way to my shattered form. 

Our two souls collided in a desperate need to claim, 
Igniting the mirror of love from our beings, a twin flame. 

The city sleeps, passion forms a magnetic pull invading our space.
Empty streets, the quiet night holds us in a deep embrace. 

The notes of your voice are music to my ears, 
The thrum of your heartbeat locks away my fears. 

You’re the divine star that guides me through the dark, 
A forever compass to lead me home on this journey I embark.

Baby, home is not a house with a door to walk through, 
You see, home is you. 
Engraved in my heart like a tattoo.
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Unspoken Soldiers 
by Megan V. Jenkins

There are those who live out the path 
they chose and those who live 
out the hand they were dealt. 

Military children are molded 
and raised by the occupation
their parents chose. 

There's a difference between 
choosing a way of life 
and being born into it. 

Parents of military children
who were not raised in the environment themselves
would not understand 
the sacrifices their own children made. 

The unspoken soldiers 
are the children of soldiers 
who gave up their childhoods 
for the safety of this nation. 
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Fiction



18 Years

by Kimberly Green

 

     I feel your voice. The low timbre of your “Hello” resonates off my bones. I

feel it move down into the balls of my feet. I can’t remember it exactly, not the

actual sound, but I continue to experience that rattle and hum, that vibration in

my frame. It roots me to our shared story, our inside jokes, our fears, our lost

futures. The color of your voice is mocha. 

     I can’t remember much about you. It is not clear anymore. I don’t trust my

memories all these years later. You have been gone from my life for as long as

you were a part of it, and something about that simple arithmetic is cruel, cold,

stubborn, true. It is true. It is true. It is true. It is true. It is the ugliest truth. The

clearest math. 

      I hold pictures of you, of us, and I think I can remember those moments

locked into paper with ink, but I can’t be sure of them. I am not sure of much

that surrounds your existence. The only real evidence I have of your life is the

hole that your absence left in me. This hungry, deep, angry, fear-tinged hole

that can’t be filled, that can’t be plugged, that continues to crack open and weep

fresh grief long after I believed that the wound had healed. It festers. It bores

through other parts of me. That is how I know you lived, by the scar tissue that

heartache has mapped across my mind. 
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     How do I remember you today? I remember feelings. Scents. Sounds.

Textures. I feel the scratchy touch of your beloved sweaters in the fall, the way

they made me itchy when I hugged you. I feel the sticky on your chubby little

hands Easter mornings after the jelly beans melted. I smell your cologne on a

stranger, and I step a little closer to them to breathe in their life to mingle that

with my loss. I sense the bite of cold on my fingers as I evoke images of you on

our sled careening down a too-steep hill. I taste the burnt marshmallows we

shared on so many heavy, southern, summer evenings. 

     I can feel that you lived, although, without the pictures and the tired stories,

it would be hard to prove. You have been gone for so long that most of my

dearest friends never knew you, don’t know of you. I have held on to lovers, to

friends, long past their expiration date only because they held memories of

you. As if the telling of their memories would bring you closer to me. The

forfeiture of those relationships cut doubly leaving me emptier, not only by

their absence but because I also lost another piece of you. I live in limbo

between the sourness of the constant pain of trying to remember and the need

to find laughter, peace. Most days I can put you away, push down these feelings.

Some days, I can’t. Today is one of those days. The smells, the sounds, the

touches, they are all too much. But I will sit with them so I can hold them a

little longer. Because how long before these, too, start to fade? Is that when I

will begin to heal? Is that when I will find peace? Is that when this wound closes,

quits bleeding? If so, I don’t think I am ready. I like this gaping hole you gave

me. Left with me. Your last gift. It never allows me to forget you. Not

completely. 
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Boadicea's Defeat

by Victoria Hershman

 

     Boadicea, the victorious queen, the hope of her people, turned her back on

the battle and strode towards the small house where her daughters sat safely.

She clutched the vial that hung between her breasts and pushed open the

flimsy, rotting door. Feidlimid and her sister were huddled in the corner,

clutching each other. They heard the screams of the dying and knew

everything was lost. Precious Carti peered from under her sisters’ arm at her

mother and whimpered. “What now, mother?” she whispered, her voice hoarse

from fear. A tear traced a path down her smooth face. Boadicea fell to the floor

in front of them, opening her arms to catch them as they toppled onto her,

Carti now sobbing fully.

     She kissed the tops of their heads, “Hush now, darlings. There’s no need to

fret.”

     Feidlimid wrapped her arms tightly around herself. “Mother,” she croaked.

“We can’t… please don’t let them do it again. Please, mother.” Fear flashed in

her eyes, sobs tearing from her throat as she begged her mother to save them. 

 Boadicea slipped her hand down the neck of her gown and pulled the vial out.

Just a drop each.

     “Calm yourself, child,” she said soothingly, patting Feidlimid’s hair, so much

like her own. “It’ll all be over soon,” She unstopped the vial and handed it to her

eldest daughter. “Just a sip, now,” she cautioned as Feidlimid pressed the vial to

her lips, swallowing the liquid that poured forth, even as she glanced curiously

at her mother. 
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     Boadicea took the vial and passed it to Carti, her beautiful one, who eagerly

took her own sip, glancing at her mother with a smile, so sweet and innocent,

that Boadicea locked into her heart. 

     “It’s sweet!” she sang out before doubling over as the first spasms rocked her

small body.

     “Mother…” moaned Feidlimid, as she shook violently, her eyes losing their

focus, her breathing intensifying.

     Boadicea held and rocked her two daughters, singing the lullaby she had

always sung to them as children to ease their fears and give them rest. Now, it

was a death song.

     Carti stiffened, lashed out once more, then stilled.

     Feidlimid was still convulsing, a pink froth appearing on her lips, her eyes

never wavering from her mother. She tried to cough once, twice, and then the

light that had always brought Boadicea so much joy fell from her eyes,

reflecting in a single tear that rolled down her face.

 Boadicea let loose a wail that raised the skin of everyone outside. The Romans

had taken everything from her: her home, her husband, her tribe, and now, her

daughters. 

      “Andastre!” she screamed out, filling her voice with as much rage as she

could muster. She took the vial and emptied it into her own throat. Her mind

began to drift before the seizures began. She felt the pain, the crushing feeling

in her heart and lungs as the poison worked through her, veins aflame. She

coughed, sending blood across her lap. She collapsed onto the drift floor, her

body still convulsing, her daughters’ bodies lying still next to her.

     “Andraste…” she murmered as her heart slowed. She felt the pauses lengthen

between each beat. 

     “Forgive me…”
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The Most Beautiful Suicide

by Kimberly Green

 

     She managed to crawl over the concrete wall without difficulty. She hadn't

expected there to be so many layers to the underbelly of a bridge. She could

not simply jump from the side as she had hoped. She leaned over the side of

the bridge to discover that she would need to step out over the barrier and then

traverse another ten feet before she could then climb over another lower

barrier of wire before leaping. The water below smelled alive, organic. Standing

over the edge of the bridge, she noticed the salty air drying on her lips, the

weight of her arms at her sides, the sounds of the cars and trucks careening past

her, behind her. Everything was behind her now. She closed her eyes and felt

the pull of the earth calling her back. All she had to do was fall--to give in to the

desire to quit standing in this place, this life. To allow herself to stop. 

     How long ago had she seen the photograph of Evelyn McHale lying on top

of a crumpled limousine below the Empire State Building? She loved that

photograph, The Most Beautiful Suicide. And it was beautiful: elegantly tragic

and beautiful. Evelyn's legs crossed daintily at the ankles, her gloved left hand

poised just under her chin as if she were reaching for her pearls. The delicate

line of her brow, soft arch. The only mark of the violence of her end were the

tattered stockings that hung limp around her ankles, her shoes missing.
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     Shoes missing. That was a consistent theme to powerful ends. Life is a

stubborn adversary. It takes titanic effort to force it from one's body. The effort

of which often leaves the tortured barefoot. 

     Should she remove her shoes now? Should she leave them sitting by the

edge to be found later? Would she rather they wash up on some random bank

of the Puget Sound? How far would they travel? Would they go together or

separate? Would they sink to the bottom of the dirty Salish Sea? That seemed

the most likely outcome, but she knew nothing of the buoyancy of shoes or

water currents. If they were found, who would find them? A child, perhaps? 

     They were expensive, Italian leather, ballet flats, a cheery shade of powder

pink. It wasn't raining today. That was rare this time of year. It was warm out.

Also rare this time of year. That must have been why she grabbed these shoes

on her way out the door. Normally, she would have chosen her heavy-duty rain

boots, the ones with the blue salmon printed on the underside of the cuffs.

Why not wear a chirpy pair of shoes on a warm, dry day like today? She had

not put enough thought into her wardrobe choices for this task though. Her

jeans were a bit too tight for scaling bridge walls, and she had already scuffed

the delicate slippers. That didn't matter much now as she had decided to leave

the shoes on the side of the bridge when she jumped. 

    She imagined a young child finding her rosy shoes belly up in front of their

home. It was possible that they would know what she had done to herself, feel

the last moments before she jumped. She did not want that for them or anyone.

She did not want to be found, not a trace. She left no note. She left her car

parked several miles from the bridge in front of a used book store. That was

where she said she was going when she picked up her bashful shoes and her

keys and walked out. She hoped that choice would distract them from looking

deeper, further, under the slurry of waste and bull kelp. She was dreaming of

the slow sink into the waters, disintegrating into the floating canopies of fleshy

green leaves and ropes. Would she still be conscious when she finally settled on   
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the seafloor? Would she witness the change in color from blue, green, grey, to

dark? Would she feel the water grow colder and colder? She hoped so, but there

was no one to ask. No one comes back from this experience. 

    What had Evelyn seen? What were her last visions as she dropped to the steel

frame below? Had she closed her eyes? Had she watched the clouds? Did she

notice the other tourists on the observation deck became smaller and smaller

until it went, very suddenly, dark? 

     She removed her shoes. Placed them carefully to the side of her feet, opened

her arms, and let herself fall. 
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The Song of Sitric

by Bailey Hahn

 

     Save for the sound of fresh snow crunching beneath his feet, the world was

quiet as Sitric trekked up the mountain to sell his soul. He was high enough that

he could see the glaciers off the frozen coast. They floated down the whale road

beneath the vibrantly twisted, northern lights that shone from Asgard above.

The sight bolstered his resolve. He pulled his furs tighter around his shoulders

and plunged forward into the early morning. 

      There was a legend amongst his people of a branch that fell from the sacred

tree, Yggdrasil, into the world of men. This gift from Asgard landed upon the

highest mountain at the edge of the world, and over time, it sprang forth with

life. This sacred tree was said to be as white as the great wolf Fenrir’s fangs, and

from it, grew a fruit that had the power to change one’s fate. A vikingr once ate

its fruit and became invincible. He conquered many lands and became a king.

There had also been a mother who had once sought the tree. She ate its fruit

and returned to her homeland to heal her dying son with a single touch of her

hand. The last to find the tree was a young girl. But she did not eat the fruit, for

the cost had been too high. 
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     Sitric followed the mountain pass until he came upon the mouth of a ravine.

In the center of the natural opening stood a great warrior. He must have been

eighteen hands high and appeared as though carved from stone. His silver

armor reflected the dawning sun like a beacon to the lost. Only when Sitric

stopped a few paces before him, did the warrior raise his winged helm and

meet his eyes. Sitric took an involuntary step back at the foggy, unseeing eyes

of the warrior. 

     “What do you fear?” Came the deep and rolling voice.

     Taken aback, Sitric resorted to a defensive nature. “I fear nothing.”

     “Do not lie to me, Sitric Eriksson!” The guardian’s voice boomed like

thunder. “I already know the fear that eats at your heart. You must put it to

words.”

     Sitric began to sweat. He sighed heavily and fought the anger that swelled

inside him. Two years he’d spent on the swan-roads of England, fighting with

Jarl Halfdan Ragnarson. He’d made his fortune and come home to wed his love,

the beautiful Tove. Tove had eyes bluer than the ocean waves in the early

morning light and hair of the softest gold—the very color designed by the gods

to drive any vikingr mad! He had loved Tove his whole life and when he had

returned home from foreign shores, he found her wed already—to his brother,

Erke. Erke was five summers his younger. He’d never been to war. He’d never

even been on a single raid! Erke built ships and had many friends in the village.

He could have wed anyone, but he’d wed Tove. The betrayal was too much.

     “I fear my wrath,” Sitric answered through gritted teeth. “I fear what I will do

to Erke if I stay in the village.” He met the guardian’s eyes boldly. “I fear

watching Tove and Erke walk together, while I walk alone.”

     The large warrior nodded his head and stepped to the side, allowing Sitric

entrance into the ravine. “To be found worthy, you must pay a debt of

courage.”
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     As Sitric entered the ravine, shadows began to dance on the walls. They were

beautiful... at first. The further he walked, the more haunting the shadows

became. The dancing became a jerking, tortured movement. Screams filled his

mind, and he began to run as fast as he could. 

     As he ran, the shadow of a wolf ran beside him on the right side of the ravine

and called out in Tove’s voice. 

     “Erke!” It screamed. He saw a flash of movement on the left side of the

ravine. 

     It was the shadow of a bear that ran alongside him, keeping pace while

shouting “Tove!” in the voice of his brother. 

     Sitric ran so hard his lungs caught fire and his heart threatened to burst in

his chest. Still, the bear and the wolf chased him, pining and screaming out for

the other. He heard something crunch beneath his feet and stopped his flight to

see what he had stepped on. 

     Human bones littered the ground. Hundreds upon hundreds of them,

popping and crunching under his feet as he stepped. He stopped and debated

whether to continue going forward or to turn back. Deciding quickly, Sitric

sprinted out of the hellish abyss into an open field of bones that stretched for as

far as he could see. He looked over his shoulder, back towards the ravine, and

saw the shadows of the wolf and the bear on the rock face. They sat in silence

now, waiting for him. 

     Sitric made his way through the field of bones, towards a dark shape in the

distance. As he neared, the dark shape became a giant boulder. He was

surprised to find an old woman sitting upon it. Stopping before her, Sitric

waited until she raised her clouded eyes to him. When she spoke, her voice

crackled like a log on a fire. “What do you desire most?” the crone asked.

     “All I have ever wanted was Tove. I want us to be happy.”
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     The old woman eyed him without emotion. “There have been many to

travel the path to the sacred tree that you find yourself upon. This field is the

wake of their desires, littered with debts paid. Now is the time for a debt of

truth.”

      “I am ready. Ask your questions.”

      “No questions, drengr. Your debt of truth is the burden of divine

knowledge.” Her stoic face split into a wicked grin. “You want Tove, but she will

never want you. Already she carries your nephew within her womb. You want

Tove? You want happiness? These things are not the same. You will never know

peace while you try to hold onto both.”

     Fighting his sudden urge to knock the grin off the old hag’s face, Sitric

forced his clenched fists to his sides. “You do not have the power to shape my

destiny, old crone. I have heard your ramblings. The debt is paid.”

     She lifted a wrinkled hand and gestured to a narrow stone path. “Go drengr.

Shape your destiny for what you know to be best.”

     The further Sitric found himself up the stone path, the thinner the air

became. The wind howled against him, pushing him one step back for every

two he took. 

     Nearing the end, the path became so steep that Sitric had to use his hands to

crawl forward, but crawl he did. With the last bit of strength he possessed, he

pulled himself up into what appeared to be the mouth of a cave. Sheltered

from the wind, Sitric rolled over on his back and lay for a moment until he

caught his breath. 

      “You have made it to the end, Sitric Eriksson,” an unknown voice called to

him.

 Sitric grimaced as he scrambled to his feet in his exhausted state. He found

himself looking upon a small child, no older than six summers. 

     The child looked up at him with foggy eyes. “Follow me.”
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     Sitric was led into a cavernous room that had a small pool in its center. In

the heart of the pool, on a patch of frozen earth, was the sacred white tree. His

eyes watered with tears of relief when he saw the silver fruit hanging from its

branches.

      “Now you must pay a debt of sacrifice,” the child said looking up to meet

Sitric’s eyes. “You envy the life of your brother and therein lies the price. A life

for a life.”

     Sitric hesitated, “What will happen to Erke?” 

     “Does it matter?” the child asked, “You have already made up your mind.

Now you must put it into words. Will you, Sitric Eriksson, sacrifice the life of

your brother?”

     Sitric looked to the silver fruit and set his heart to stone. “I will.”

     As soon as he’d spoken, a fruit fell from the tree to the frozen ground below.

There was a loud thud as it struck, and a single ripple echoed through the pool.

Sitric turned to ask the guardian what to do next, but the child had vanished.     

 

     Tentatively, he stepped into the pool of water and was slightly alarmed when

the water did not react to his movements. The deepest part reached his waist,

but the surface remained as smooth as glass as he made his way to the tree.

     Emerging from the pool, he picked up the silver fruit that had fallen. Sitric

quickly took a bite before he had a chance to doubt his actions. The sweet fruit

burst into his mouth, a taste he’d never before experienced. It was delicious! He

took another bite, and then another until he had consumed the entirety. 

     Feeling no different than he had before, Sitric looked at the surface of the

pool to see if it had changed, but he only saw his reflection staring back at him.

It was then that he noticed the surface of the water begin to ripple. Intrigued,

he peered closer. Sitric watched in a mixed state of fascination and horror as his

image began to change. His long and braided, dark hair, shortened and began

to turn blonde. The scar he’d earned over his cheek from an ax, faded away to

nothingness and his blue eyes turned a light green. Sitric gasped. They were his 
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brother’s eyes. He swore aloud. Erke’s face was now Sitric’s face. 

    The figure suddenly began to spasm. Sitric watched in horror as his new

reflection acted of its own volition. He stepped back from the pool and watched

as the image of Erke in the water began to panic. Erke beat upon the surface of

the water as though he were trapped under ice; yet despite his frenzy, the pool’s

surface remained flat and calm. 

     The Erke in the water looked to Sitric and yelled for help, but Sitric couldn’t

move. He was frozen by the sight and found himself suffocating under the

weight of his actions. 

     He saw in his brother’s eyes the moment Erke realized what he’d done.

There was no anger there, only profound sadness. Erke stopped his struggle

and accepted his fate with a shattered heart. 

     Sitric rose to his feet--heavy of heart, light of soul. 
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Essays



 Mixed Tape Murder 

by David Kucharik

Introduction

     Cody and Kaden were working the night shift at a wild game processing

plant on a stormy Friday night, just before a long weekend. A heated argument

arose between them when Cody saw erotic pics of his girlfriend on Kaden’s

phone. When Cody snapped back to reality, he realized what had happened.

Kaden lay on the concrete floor, decapitated, and the meat saw still running. He

had to act fast. He dismembered the body and fed what he could through the

meat grinder. Cody packed what used to be his best friend into garbage bags

and dragged them to his truck through the pouring rain. Cody quickly tore

down and bleached the equipment, and power washed the concrete floor. The

plant would not re-open until Tuesday morning.

Background

     Analyzing blood stains and blood spatter correctly is imperative to quickly

and accurately solve a crime scene. Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (BPA) is by

definition the examination of bloodstain patterns, sizes, shapes, and the

distribution and location of said stains in order to interpret the physical events

involved. When something strikes a target, force is transferred to the wound

and creates a form of fine aerosol of blood droplets (Bevel, T., & Gardner, R.M.

2008). This is also the case in the meat saw, where the fast-spinning blade

causes the tiny teeth to “spray” blood on the assailant and the surrounding areas

to include the porous concrete floor. Blood drops on smooth surfaces create

more uniform or circular shapes while drops on rough surfaces make irregular

shapes with jagged edges (2015-Crime Scene Forensics, LLC). Contact stains can

occur after the body was moved and placed or stored in a certain area. This will

be present in Cody’s truck, where the bags of body parts are 
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temporarily stored. Expirated blood is blown out of the nose or mouth as a

result of air being blown out of the wound. This would be present if Kaden was

still alive during the decapitation. Dragging the heavy bags to the vehicle will

leave evidence that will be present on the ground outside. Analyzing bloodstain

patterns is no easy task, and when you further complicate this task by

introducing outside forces, it can become seemingly impossible. Two major

factors involving the tainting of a crime scene include weather/elements and

crime scene sanitation.  

A Sides

     Cody dragged the bags filled with body parts across the porous concrete

floor and outside to his truck. This will leave swipe patterns that are created

when a bloodied material moves against a non bloodied surface (Anita Wonder

2007). The bloody bags will sit in the bed of his truck leaving pools of blood as

well as contact stains. Both the drag marks outside the facility and the pools of

blood in the truck bed will become negatively affected by the pouring rain and

show signs of diluting, which will leave tell tale signs in the patterns (RS, JW, FJ,

& KM 2016). If the rain continues, Cody’s tire marks leading to the dumpsite

may also be washed away. Weather can become a major impacting factor in the

analyzing process. The more it rains, the more the blood will be diluted and

washed away. The same can be said for a sunny day. Blood left sitting outside

on a hot day dries much faster than it would on a cloudy day, which can cause

issues when determining the time of death. Likewise, a person involved in a

motor vehicle accident where their body is buried in the snow for 3 months

will also pose some difficulty when analyzing. 
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B Sides

     Let’s get back inside it’s wet out here. Cody pressure washed the concrete

floor and bleached the machinery. Using household chemicals, which often

contain bleach, inhibits or complicates the detection of DNA in bloodstains (

EC, KO, GA, PK, TN, SA, & KA 2020). This not only can affect the bloodstain

patterns but can also make it hard to identify whose blood belongs to whose

body. Since the crime took place in a meat processing plant for wild game,

deciphering between the blood of an elk, and the blood of Kaden is crucial.

Cody also used extremely hot water in the pressure washer, as well as in the

sinks to clean the machinery. Although this is standard daily practice when

cleaning the facility, it is not so standard things for blood stains and DNA. In a

study involving laundry detergent and hot water, the results showed the

bloodstain to still be present, but test negatively for blood (Howard, Chaseling,

and Wright, 2019). In the event that Cody gets caught, laundering his clothes in

this manner will pose an entirely new set of problems. It was previously

mentioned that the concrete floor was porous. This will, in fact, change the

pattern of blood spatter but will be consistent with other patterns of similar

material. The concrete may also trap blood or flesh particles as well. Concrete

floors with drains in the center are usually rough-cut under the drain, which

will not only trap particles but will trap the chemicals as well. This creates a

time-sensitive situation.

The Impossible Therapist

 In many cases, problems come with solutions or remedies. Sometimes in the

form of a solid plan, and sometimes in the form of a therapist. Unfortunately,

there are no real solutions to this problem, nor are there any therapists that can

mitigate these scenarios. Crimes will continue to be committed, and criminals

are becoming much more forensic savvy these days. There is nothing we can

do to make sure criminals only commit their acts on sunny days, and in easily 
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analyzed locations, and there is also nothing we can do to prevent them from

cleaning up the crime scene. 

Conclusion

     As Cody drove to the dumpsite, he kept wondering exactly what happened.

How could he do this to his best friend? NO! How could his best friend do this

to him! They shared everything, apparently even his girlfriend. Did she know

what happened? Was she texting Kaden and wondering where he was? Where

was his cell phone? Naw, it’s in one of the bags, has to be, but with it raining so

hard, he couldn’t hear it anyway. This torrential downpour would wash away

his tire tracks and most of the blood in his truck. Some will remain if it isn’t

washed out with chemicals at the car wash. The drag marks and blood swipes

outside of the processing plant would be unnoticeable to the naked eye. The

blood on the floor will be tarnished with harsh chemicals and hot water but will

remain inside the drain, clinging to the jagged edges of concrete underneath.

The meat saw, the grinder, and the sink are all smooth, non-staining surfaces,

which were also bleached, and will retain no significant evidence. The only

hope is that the teeth on the saw blade were not cleaned correctly. These factors

will make it hard to find solid evidence, and there are no real solutions to these

issues. However, with today’s technology, and the extensive training that the

forensic field techs receive, that evidence will most likely be discovered.

Technology has vastly increased over the years and mixed with the experience

of the seasoned field techs, a conviction is extremely probable. 

     Monday morning, the new kid arrives. As he opens the door, the sunlight

glistens off something under the towel rack. He walks over to find a mixed tape.

He hasn’t seen one of these in years. As he examines it, he sees the reminisce of

a lipstick kiss on one side, and on the other, the words “I LOVE YOU” in

marker. Why is it splattered with blood? 
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Faculty



By the Sea (a haiku sequence)
by Dr. Anna Cates 

saltwater sky
big fish eat
the little fish
*
gray sands
a weird woman reads
the bones
*
black water birds
a troller’s hand quavers
with the worms
*
waning moon
subsisting on hunger
resounding waves
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On the Barrow (a villanelle)
by Dr. Anna Cates

Stone’s chill tingles into the bones
Sparks rush to starlight with the burn
Earth shudders and the dead groan

Wraiths wail and wind makes moan
As footfalls stray among the cairn
Stone’s chill tingles into the bones

Fading memories of forgotten thrones
Thriving kingdoms to ashes in an urn
Earth shudders and the dead groan

Wandering star, a pilgrim alone
Among the dew-glazed glistening fern
Stone’s chill tingles into the bones

Where footfalls falter, maiden to crone
As darkness dims, light fades in turn
Earth shudders and the dead groan

An owl calls in moonlight tones
Yet who can hear? No soul discerns
Stone’s chill tingles into the bones
Earth shudders and the dead groan
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Season Hunting
by Prof. Penny Freeland

First you go down hill
where it’s twilight at best
and you can still see
the slide of the lake
in tireless slaps:
a clocked beat
God’s metronome.

It’s darker still
a tenseness undefined
as quick darts of life chance
an animated incline
the last sigh of cricket
cicada, unsung.

The night sky,
a backdrop to
the low yellow moon
we call, Hunter,
includes you in the
showcase of bare oak trees 
in silhouette.

You go home to the lighted stairway
where the old woman greets you 
sad smiled
she means to say
don’t hurry
but your heart just beats faster.
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Song of the Vanara*
by Dr. Ana Cates 

While memory still proffers
While faded parchments still offer hints 
As old laments still haunt the hallows
Each twilight slowly fading 
Hear my song and know
That I am in you

I hid in Himalayan heights
Emerged from the depths
Lingered in jungle shadows
Passed from shadow into light
I am in you

As histories converge
I, too, am part of everything 
Not as wild as you thought 
Bards wove me into melody
You joined me in cosmic harmony
See me again

I hid in Himalayan heights
Emerged from the depths
Lingered in jungle shadows
Passed from shadow into light
I played my part
I am in you
 
*The monkey people of Hindu history, legend, and myth
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Winter Rendezvous
by Prof. Penny Freeland
 
I met a snowman one soft night
on a mountain pass
against a near-blue sky.
He did not speak to me
as fables tell,
just looked at me
with eyes as dark as coal.
 
I wondered as I wandered
lost and content:
what did the iceman’s
dark stare imply,
as whirls of worlds
in crystals
stung my eyes?
 
Plotted as I plodded
ways and whys
with trees I’d spoken to before
my little house just off
with small, warm light and open door.
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The Cherry Now

By Anna Cates

 

      Ignatius Yeats had just settled down for afternoon tea when a knock

sounded at the door. He jumped as if a ghost had spooked him. That someone

would occasion upon him was frightening. Nobody ever visited him. Nobody

liked him. He lived alone in a three-story house atop the hill, dotted with

baaing lambs and overlooking the village and sea. Rumors, not completely true,

held that he was rich yet ungenerous. Not caring for the greedy masses, he kept

to himself, except for weekly visits to the library and market. People he could

do without, but not poetry and lamb butter fried pork kidneys.

     Ignatius clinked the Earl Grey cup of tea onto the antique saucer with its

brown-stained chip, spilling hot liquid on his quivering hand. He winced. He

leaned over and opened the end table drawer, a peek at his loaded pistol

reassuring him.  

     He closed the drawer then crept across the crimson carpet to the oaken door.

Pulling back the lace curtain, he peered through the glass panel. Rain spilled

across the verdant countryside, but the stoop was empty. He cracked open the

door just to make sure he’d misheard. Then, in a flash of lightning, there she

stood, like a ghost that appears out of nowhere. 
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     Ignatius gasped, head rocked back. Then it craned forward. He could feel his

eyes popping in his head. Was she real, the mysterious apparition? Her bright

eyes gleamed like an angel’s. Her unbound hair was damp and streaming down

her back. Then, for a moment, she seemed almost ordinary, so Ignatius wasn’t

sure what he beheld: human or seraph.  

      “Let me in,” she said. “I’ve nowhere else to go. It’s cold and raining.”  

      She averted her gaze, brow furrowed. Was she wet or crying? She seemed so

completely covered in Heaven’s tears. Heaven or Hell? An earthy creature,

Ignatius puzzled. Then his mouth curled into a grin, and though he believed he

must be losing his mind, he grabbed a fistful of damp brown shawl and pulled

the stranger inside.  

      A year passed. Ignatius found himself down in the parish at the local church,

a penitent ready for confession. He sat behind the curtains, his flushed body

fidgeting. Visible through a chink at one side of the cloth, a young priest

reposed. When he made the sign of the cross, Ignatius followed.  

     “Bless me Father, for I’ve sinned. It’s been seventeen years since my last

confession. . . ,” Ignatius eased into the tedious details afflicting his conscience.

When his narration ended, his head hung so low he felt as if he were holding it

like a pumpkin on his lap.

     “Are you sure the child is yours?” the priest asked. “If I’m to christen it, I

must be certain of its paternity. Church records must be accurate.”  

     “It’s mine, Father. I’m certain,” Ignatius replied, though momentary doubts

washed through him.  

     “But you say she came to you with nothing, from nowhere. How can you be

sure she wasn’t already pregnant when she arrived at your doorstep?”  

     Ignatius had had no idea the priest would ask such trying questions. “I know

for sure, Father . . . The child is mine, Father . . . for Ona has been with me just

over a year now, but the babe was born only last week.”    

     Silence. 
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     Behind the curtain, the priest’s gaze shifted to peer at him through the

chink. “I absolve you. Bring Ona and the babe here. I’ll christen the child and

marry you and Ona properly. A marriage long overdue,” the priest added,

voice rising before his lips shut tight.  

     Ignatius had feared such a response. “But I can’t bring Ona down into the

valley. People dislike me here. I’d hate to think how gossipers would have their

way with the truth. Will you, could you, Father, visit us?” His fingers knotted as

if in prayer.  

     The priest huffed with impatient annoyance. “You insufferable dreg! If you

won’t bring them here, you’ll have to christen the babe yourself! Say ten Our

Fathers, three times a day, until the day you die, and pray to God to have

mercy on your soul!”  

     Ignatius flew out of his seat in a rage, tearing the partition from its place. “To

Hell with you and all of your ilk!” 

     A week later Ignatius christened with his own wet fingers his baby daughter,

Joy. But in the days that followed, word spread throughout the village that he

was living in sin with a woman he wasn’t properly married to, and who

possessed the beauty of an angel. Many wondered how he’d gotten so lucky.

Travelers, townspeople, and wayward youth began loitering along the dirt road

near the pasture beside his home to gain a peep at the odd couple. They’d

climb the fence, just sit there, and stare or snigger at the three-story Victorian.

Ona couldn’t breastfeed without drawing the curtains. Ignatius monitored the

rabble with clenched teeth. Finally, a few pistol shots through the open window

scattered the masturbatory pack.     

     One day, as season verged on season, Ignatius was returning from the library

with Song of the Fairies, by William Butler Yeats, a poet he believed must be a

distant relation. Looking forward to reading the poems to Ona, he strode up

the hill just as the first drops of rain began to pepper him. He looked up. Dark

skies churned, heavy laden with clouds, and he felt relieved to be getting home 
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before the storm struck. But when he arrived at the porch, the front door was

cracked open. How unlike him to not lock up. Sensing something terribly

amiss, he dropped the book in the dirt, and, his heart racing with dread, ran

inside.

     “Ona!” He rushed into the parlor, but nobody answered his call. No baby’s

things were scattered across the floor as they had been. His stomach fell into his

leather boots.

     “Ona!” He bolted up the stairs and dashed into their bedroom. The bed’s

patchwork quilt was tucked snugly over the pillow as usual. His ancestor hung

on the wall in a hulking frame, crooked as ever. But in the closet, all of Ona’s

clothes were missing. The room seemed so empty. It was as if she had never

lived there at all. Momentarily, he wondered if he’d imagined the whole affair.

Were the last of his wits finally failing him?  

     “No! This cannot be!” Ignatius tore back down the stairs and dashed outside

into the rain just as the first crackle of lightning split the heavens. “Ona!” he

called, but the deluge engulfed him, drowning out his futile cries.    

     He ran into the field, staring at the wooden fence dividing pasture from the

roadway. He, they, those monsters had taken her. Her and the baby! Who could

be responsible for such a devilish kidnapping? But he could think of no one in

particular. The whole town hated him, had maligned him, and as he

remembered each odious face, each sour expression, each condescending grin,

no one person seemed more insidious than another. He didn’t even trust the

women!  

     Wet wind beat against him. He stood among the lamb patties, motionless as

a tree, just soaking up the rain. Still, he couldn’t blame them, though they

deserved it. He couldn’t feel bitter. Ona had destroyed that part of him that felt

antipathy for man. He could only let himself grow covered by Heaven’s tears,

as Ona had been when she first came to him.  
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     Her face flashed with the lightning in his mind. Ignatius let go. His body

hardened, extending. His feet sank into the earth, rooting throughout the soil.

His head tilted back, and his arms lifted out to his sides, expanding. Fingers

elongated. Skin textured into bark. The memory of the flush of her cheeks—

pink blossoms—burst forth at the ends of his branches. Indescribably sweet, the

scent . . .   

     The villagers never saw Ignatius again. But years later, sojourners passing by

the house in spring couldn’t help but note the beauty of the weeping cherry in

the splendor of its bloom, growing beside the weather-beaten Victorian atop

the hill, overlooking the restless sea.

 THE END  
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     I won my first art competition in 1st grade and continuously placed in every

art show I entered after that, except for two. My father nurtured and

encouraged my love for art. By the time I hit high school my dream was to

become an art teacher.

     My father died when I was 17 years old and the part of me that loved art died

with him. Over the years I tried to draw and paint but never finished a single

piece.

     In 2015 I separated from my high school sweetheart and moved home to

Florida with my two young children. I didn’t have a penny to my name. I put in

over 15 job applications, even for fast food joints, and the only call back I

received was for an art teacher at the Boys and Girls Clubs of Central Florida.      

They hired me on the spot. Working with troubled kids at the Club was an

incredible blessing. Those kids changed my life and inspired me. For the first

time since 2008 when my father died, I was drawing and painting again.

     I graduated from APUS with honors and a Bachelor’s Degree in Sociology

while teaching art at the Boys and Girls Club. I also taught 6th-grade full time

and slowly built my own personal art business. Since then I’ve married the love

of my life, I now teach high school grammar and literature and have 5 beautiful

children. Three biological and two stepchildren. We are aptly nicknamed “The

Haney Bunch”. 

God Bless,

Allison Haney

About Allison
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